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Abstract 

 

In present day, Conversational Modelling is one of the foremost fields in 

Natural Language Processing.  This can be attributed to the availability of 

better hardware and competent software.  The processing capacity available 

has grown exponentially in the last decade.  This has contributed to the 

creation of better chatbots through the years.  More effort is required to build 

a model of this kind.  The lack of open source chatbots that can be readily 

incorporated into specific fields is a concern. Parallel technologies have 

open-source alternatives for various possibilities.  It is important for the field 

to have similar resources. So, that future effort can be directed towards better 

performance and mechanisms.  We focused on creating a chatbot using a 

combination of rule-based approaches and neural networks in Green cloud. 

This helped us to create a chatbot that can also improve with time. It helped 

to reduce latencies involved in standard approaches, and also helps in quick 

classification of queries. This work also analysed the possibility of creating  
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open-domain response generators of open-world nature.  A successful model 

of this kind will help in further development of chatbots with specialized 

features and better responses. 

 

Keywords: Chatbot, Natural Language Processing, human, context, Neural 

Networks, Seq2seq. 

 

1 Introduction 

In the present era, we have a lot of commercial chatbots[1] [13].  

Chatbots like Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa have become household 

devices due to their capabilities and ease of use. These systems achieve 

higher levels of accuracy than their predecessors.  The return of such voice 

assistants is supported in[1], where the author enumerated the reasons which 

have led to a resurgence of chatbots in the modern technological scene.  

This inevitable rise of chatbots has been fuelled by the use of large amounts 

of data in order to train the systems.  Significant advances in the field of 

hardware has helped to increase the quality of efforts made in this field.  

Open-world chatbots are capable of dealing with a variety of queries and are 

not limited to specific domains.  This leads to various use-cases where these 

chatbots can be utilized. 

Since an open-world chatbot can deal with all types of queries, they are 

dependent on specific mechanisms that help them use a large knowledge 

base for the task.  There are many approaches for this.  Popular efforts 

include web-scraping mechanisms, Neural Networks etc.  These 

mechanisms are fairly accurate and can give accurate results.  These can 

also improve with time, as in the case for a chatbot built with neural 

networks.  This requires a lot of efforts and resources.  Due to the effort 

involved, most successful chatbots are commercial products.  Their source 

material is seldom open-source.  This leads to a platform that suffers from 

the lack of open-source options for a person to build and train a chatbot. 

In particular context, Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa record the 

highest accuracy among options and are closed-source.  Both companies 

offer API-based solutions that are developer friendly but are controlled by 

the companies themselves.  There is a dire need for an open-source 

mechanism that can be similar in operation to a commercially available 

chatbot.  Our efforts are directed towards building a chatbot that can 

emulate some functionality of a commercial open-world chatbot.  The goal 

is to create an open-source foundation that can be readily integrated into 

various applications, trained for specific domains, and improved with 

training over the course of time.   
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2  Related Work 

Conversational modelling is associate degree integral task in language 

process likewise as machine learning [11]. Like most significant tasks, it‟s 

challenging. Previously, informal models are centered on specific domains, 

like booking hotels or recommending restaurants. They were designed using 

predefined rules, like ChatScript, a well-liked rule-based informal model. In 

2014, the sequence to sequence model [12] getting used for translation 

opened the chance of phrasing dialogues as a translation problem: 

translating from associate degree input to its response. The systems 

designed using this principle, whereas conversing fairly fluently, aren‟t 

terribly convincing owing to their lack of temperament and inconsistent 

persona. 

There has been a phenomenal increase in the use of chatbots with the 

growth of better technologies and interfaces. The massive improvements in 

speech recognition, neural networks and toolkits have helped to advance 

this interface [7]. Although chatbots square measure still weak in 

maintaining a posh interaction and therefore the generation of affordable 

answers over an oversized vary of things, the simplicity of their operation is 

usually enough to get retiring colloquial interfaces and guarantee their 

charm.  

According to [9], Chatbots are the next big thing in the era of 5 

conversational services. It has been stated that chatbots should be perceived 

as a virtual person who can talk to any human being effectively using 

interactive textual skills. Currently, there are many cloud-based services 

which are available for the improvement of the chatbot sector such as AWS 

Lambda, Microsoft bots, IBM Watson and many others. Their paper gives 

an overview of cloud-based technologies along with programming of 

chatbots and the challenges faced in programming of current era chatbots as 

well as that of the future era.  

The regular chatbots [1],[14] were simple applications of Natural 

language processing and have constantly evolved over the years to include 

more features and technologies. Modern chatbots are a combination of 

speech recognition, neural networks coupled with language processing to 

yield best results. Earlier chatbots involved use of simple pattern matching 

and template-based response mechanisms to replicate the style of a human 

conversation. The hype about creating agents that could pass the Turing test 

escalated in the current times. This has led to a resurrection in interest and 

use of chatbots on a large scale after the first wave a couple of decades 

back. Of course, the linguistics community has been staring at discourse 

phenomena like these since the beginning of the sphere, thus it'd be nice to 

assume that the capabilities we‟ll see tomorrow on our phones are going to 

be abreast of by a number of that analysis. This conclusion is supported in  
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[2]. It states that the earlier methodologies adopted in commercial systems 

have restrictions that need to be overcome. And to revisit how some of the 

ideas developed in earlier dialog systems research might help in practical 

developments. 

There have been multiple proposals for the use of Ripple down rules to 

generate conversational context in chatbots. According to [5] these can be 

used to produce Intelligent conversational mechanisms which apply the 

working to a KB system to achieve a conversational agent capable of 

working in the restricted domains of textual question answering systems. To 

facilitate NLIDB, post inference C-MCRDR classifications will embrace 

generic question referencing – question specificity is achieved by the 

binding of pre-identified context. In distinction to alternative scripted, or 

syntactically complicated systems, the computer memory unit of the live 

system will simply be maintained courtesy of the RDR data engineering 

approach. Inclusion of unresolved classifications will considerably scale 

back the quantity of rules and rule redundancy within the computer memory 

unit. One among the key options of C-MCRDR is that the reduction in rule 

count. Additionally, the use of Neural Networks in chatbots has also been 

proposed due to the increase in the amount of information available for 

training such systems.  

The use of Neural Networks [6] is justified to emulate human 

conversation. A new response generation system was created that was 

trained using sets of Twitter data. The dynamic-context generative model 

shows consistent gains over each context-sensitive and non-context-

sensitive AI and knowledge retrieval baselines. The use of two simple 

recurrent Neural Network Language Models to create a context-sensitive 

response generation mechanism is one of the most promising avenues in 

emulation of human responses in a chatbot.  

According to [4], the work was centered on the way to reply to a 

message with a human-like, natural response. The findings incorporated 

topic information into message-response matching to improve responses 

with made content in retrieval-based chatbots. The employment of a subject 

aware attentive neural network during which representations of the message 

and response are increased by the subject information, leverages the 

message and response diagrammatical by repeated neural networks to 

weight topic words given by a pre-trained LDA model and kind topic 

vectors as linear combos of the subject words. It then refines the 

representations of the message and therefore the response with the subject 

vectors through associate attention mechanism. 

Building an open-source chatbot using neural networks is a challenge 

due to the data involved in training the model.  There have been many 

efforts involving models tailored for specific domains to cut down on the 

training data.  Open-world chatbots require extensive knowledge bases and  
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quick access to the same.  In [2] the author explored an established 

mechanism for the same.  The paper investigated the implementation of the 

famous Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity (A.L.I.C.E) chatbot as 

an application.  This mechanism was a simple natural language based 

chatbot.  The engine used an XML based mark-up language to generate 

appropriate responses.  The underlying principle was pattern matching.  The 

clear separation of the chatbot engine and language model studied in this 

paper had been adopted for this implementation.  Simple pattern matching 

aided by finite state machines and frame-based models can also be exploited 

as efficient methodologies for chatbot design.  

According to [3], generational advances in the design of response 

generators had improved with these mechanisms.  Modern chatbots can be 

trained to inquire for missing parts of a query.  This was possible due to a 

varied knowledge base and customised mark-up languages.  The primary 

goal was to represent knowledge in a suitable manner.  This was done by 

narrowing the knowledge base to improve execution times.  Such 

mechanisms are extremely important for retrieval based chatbots, as 

explained in [4]. 

The ultimate aim of emulating human-like responses in a chatbot still 

seems like an elusive goal. However, there has been a lot of work in the 

recent times that indicate that such a model can be generated with the 

comprehensive use of multiple models in tandem. To achieve such models, 

it is important to incorporate human-like tendencies in a chatbot, for 

example, humor. According to [8] humor is a rare attribute in chatbots. It 

functions using a KB which is fed by a user with jokes, riddles and 

anecdotes. Specific categories in the AIML KB allow storing and mapping 

them in the evocative area of the chatbot. The bot functions using two sub-

tasks: humor generation and automatic humor recognition, which is 

obtained by training a model using a corpus of Italian quotations manually 

extracted and tagged from the WikiQuote project. Knowledge Base for the 

chatbot is made of categories from which it can exploit; by means of a 

computational humor engine; the well-founded WordNet lexical database 

and the pronunciation dictionary CMU. The second one is an “evocative 

area”; it is made of a semantic space in which AIML categories, user 

queries and amusing, humoristic sentences such as quotations and jokes are 

mapped. 

Our efforts are directed towards designing an open world chatbot, 

powered by neural networks. Existing efforts are close-sourced and hence 

the design is a big challenge for an open source project. Existing chatbots 

involve generic text as 2 output. Our work intends to add a human touch to 

the response generation mechanism, by including commonly used phrases 

and text bits to improve output. The defining feature would be context 

recognition. Open source chatbots struggle with context recognition and are  
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unable to keep up conversations. The context is introduced into the 

mechanism to create a more natural conversational experience. There are 

basically three defining features for this undertaking:  

1. Human-like response generation  

2. Context recognition  

3. Classification of queries using LSTM   

 

3 Proposed Work 

 

The proposed mechanism is designed to overcome the problems 

plaguing a generic open-source chatbot.  Efforts have been made to reduce 

execution time to generate faster responses. It combines hard-coded rules 

along with a neural network that can yield faster responses for major chunk 

of the queries.  The conversational model is mapped out as a set of queries 

and suitable resources to generate the answer. 

The initial effort includes natural language-based processing of queries 

to determine intent. Pre-processing and natural language processing steps 

will include:  

1. Spell Check; raw input; simple spelling checker.  

2. Split into sentences; simple sentence processing. 

3. Split into words; hard-coded rules will operate with words. 

4. POS tagging.  

5. Lemmatize words; identification of a lemma, canonical form of the 

word. 

6. Entry Recognition; dates, numbers, proper nouns.   

These are implemented using Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) which 

has suitable methods to carry out the requisite tasks.  These result in a 

dictionary of tuples that contain the words, and their corresponding parts of 

speech tags.  These are fed into the two-way mechanism that forms the heart 

of the chatbot. 

We make use of a custom mechanism for response generation.  It is 

characterised by division into two tracks based on the query presented to the 

chatbot.  The first division uses hard-coded rules to direct the query to a 

specific web service for an answer.  For example, a query about the weather 

of a particular geographical location will result in a call to a specific web-

service that can furnish data as per the request.  This is generalised to 

multiple common fields like jokes, news, alarms, date and time queries etc.   
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This mechanism is inspired by the use of multiple classification rules 

studied in [5]. In case, the query cannot be processed by this mechanism, it 

is directed towards a neural network that will help to generate the correct 

answer for the required queries.  The use of a neural network for generating 

responses to queries has been explored as in [6]. Output from both 

mechanisms is fed through to a two-way response-generator.  The data 

received as answer from the web-service is crafted into human-readable 

form using pre-coded rules.  The output from the neural network is directly 

moved to the final stage as output.   

 
Figure 1.  Proposed System Architecture 

It has been inspired by the working of the Google‟s intelligent search 

mechanisms as shown in Figure 1.  They achieve high performance by using 

similar strategies for search.  The system includes natural language pre-

processing to determine the course of execution of search for a particular 

keyword.  This helps the search engine to produce specific results for fact-

based queries and redirect the rest of the requests to its web-crawler based 

search mechanism. The use of simple natural language-based pattern 

matching is based on the findings in [7], which stated the use of “pattern-

matching rules” to optimise existing systems.  

 

3.1  The Model 

A sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model is used which is very similar 

to Google‟s Neural machine translation model published in 2016.  The 

model has an encoder-decoder architecture, which consists of Recurrent 

Neural Networks.  The encoder reads the input sentence word by word and 

emits a context/vector which captures the essence of the input sentence.  

The context/vector is passed to the decoder which generates the output  
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sentence one word at a time with the help of the context and the previous 

words during each timestamp. Recurrent Neural Networks are usually used 

for both the encoder and decoder. They may be unidirectional or 

bidirectional. They can be specialized as Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) or Gated Rectified Units (GRUs). The model which we built is a 

deep multilayer Recurrent Neural Network which is unidirectional and uses 

LSTM as a recurrent unit.  Use of elements used in deep learning for 

designing a response generator had been thoroughly explored in [10]. 

 

3.2 Training 

Decoding Model consists of two processes: one for training and the 

other for inference. They have the same architecture; the only difference is 

how the input gets fed into it. 

We trained the model on Cornell Movie-Dialogue Corpus dataset. We 

trained it for 10 epochs with a learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 64. 

The embedding size of both the encoder and decoder was 15. For the 

optimizer, we used Adam Optimizer. 

3.3  Dataset 

For initial training, we have used the Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus, 

which was created by Ciristian Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lillian Lee at 

Cornell University. It is well formatted and contains about 220,579 

conversational exchanges between 10,292 pairs of movie characters.  It 

involves 9,035 different characters from 617 movies.  This amounts to a 

total of 304,713 utterances.  The metadata provided with the data set 

includes genres, release years, IMDB ratings, gender of the characters etc.  

We have trained the neural network on the entire movie dataset after 

extracting dialogues from the given data. 

While it is formatted well, the dataset has a major problem with some 

conversations.  They tend to be dramatic and unrealistic in some cases.  This 

also consists of unrelated plot twists in dialogues which work well for a real 

movie but can have implications during the training of a neural network, 

thus leading to less accuracy and over-dramatic responses in some cases.  

Although some of these methods have been used to specifically train a 

chatbot to generate humour in conversational exchanges, as described in [8]. 

After initial training using the Cornell Movie-Dialog Corpus, it is noted that 

some of the responses created by the chatbot were inaccurate and erratic.  

The inconsistent dialogue pairs mentioned earlier seemed to create a lot of 

anomalies during training thus leading to the situation.  To resolve this, we 

have tried to narrow down the dataset to improve accuracy.   

This involved removing dialogues and using dialogue sets from movies 

which involve stable conversational exchanges.  We used occurrences of  
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specific words as a heuristic to create demarcations between conversations 

during training.  Some of these were based on the word „Scene‟ and others 

were based on the absence of speaker name in course of the dialogue.  Some 

transcripts were already split into conversational blocks that could be 

individually used for training.  Since the dataset we have used is a public 

dataset that has varied entries, it resulted in inconsistencies and erratic 

responses from the model.  Some of these issues were grammatical errors, 

spelling errors, incomplete sentences and mistakes in use of punctuation.  

The low amount of entries led to further issues during training.  Each 

training module extracted from the corpus consisted of about 50,000 entries, 

which is not enough to train a neural network. 

To resolve these issues, we used another dataset to train the model.  

Data from the website Reddit is used to train the model further.  The data 

contains comments from Reddit threads along with metadata about upvotes, 

date of posting etc.  We extracted specific data from this dataset and used 

the same.  Two major problems popped up in the use of this dataset.  The 

first problem is its massive size due to the high number of entries in the 

dataset.  The other obstacle was the use of abbreviations and shortened 

words used in everyday texting, for example „K‟ instead of „Ok‟.  We used 

data in monthly modules from Reddit, which resulted in a massive dataset 

for training.  This consequently led to long training times for the model.  

Similar concerns about extensive training of models had been expressed in 

[9]. Initially, we narrowed down such entries by eliminating them from the 

training set.  We intend to include these in future iterations of this model to 

generate more human-like responses. Further details about the accuracy of 

the model are mentioned in the results section. 

 

4  Results and Discussion 

 

The basic model trained with the Cornell Movie-dialog corpus does not 

perform as expected with initial training.  The responses generated from the 

model are full of erratic sentences.  We think that this anomaly arises due to 

the differences between general vocabulary and vocabulary used by 

characters in the dataset.  Therefore, we focus on the model trained using 

data that is narrowed down to suit specific needs.   

The bot, after phase 2 training, is able to reply to some queries in a 

specific manner but does not achieve good accuracy due to the number of 

different characters used in its training, as demonstrated by query-response 

pairs tabulated in Table 1.  To resolve this, we introduced a new training 

dataset for the bot, where we employed data from Reddit, in order to train 

the model.  This exposed the model to a large number of comments that 

were written in general vocabulary.  Due to this, there has been a marked 

improvement in the responses generated by the chatbot.  To further improve  
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upon the model, we employed bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks.  

We also added suitable attention mechanism to the model.  Due to these 

modifications, there has been marked improvement in the performance of 

the chatbot as a whole.  We intend to introduce use of context in the 

conversational exchange by storing answer of a single previous question, 

and then incorporating it using hard-coded rules. For example, a pronoun in 

the current query, can be mapped to a noun in the previous answer. 

Further testing was done using BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation 

Understudy) as a standard mechanism, with subtle modifications to the 

same, in order to tailor it for our model.  We introduced hard-coded tests to 

test accuracy. Custom question-response pairs were generated from various 

sources, modified under supervision, and then tested by feeding the 

questions into the mechanism.   The answers were then compared with the 

collected answers using both machine and human efforts.  Due to the 

specialized nature of these tests, the number of tests conducted were less 

than other mechanisms, but the accuracy was tested with varying cases 

where queries could trigger erratic responses.  Subtle changes were 

constantly made by adjusting the hyperparameters to achieve the best results 

for the entire model.  We endeavor to achieve accuracy above 80% in the 

BLEU tests with more than 1000 samples.  We are also working on a 

custom script to automate these tests, so that they can be extended to a 

greater number of samples in the near future. 

Some results from our initial training, using the Cornell Movie Dialog 

Corpus where we tested the mechanism using custom queries.  

Table 1. Responses from model trained using Cornell Movie Dialog Corpus 

Query Response 

Shall I 

leave? 

i don‟t know 

You can do 

it. 

what are 

you doing? 

I‟m going 

out. 

no no no 

What do you 

mean? 

no youre not 
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These responses are plagued with grammatical errors and are over-

dramatic in some cases. Subsequent training using data from Reddit resulted 

in better responses which are tabulated in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Responses from model trained using Data from Reddit 

Query Response 

You can do 

it. 

yeah I think 

so. 

You‟re 

terrible 

Yeah but 

I‟m not 

Is something 

wrong. 

No, not at 

all. 

Well, I‟m 

really sorry. 

Its okay 

 

The improvement in responses can be attributed to the wider range of 

general vocabulary-based comments that were used to train the model.  

Further training will result in better grammatical accuracy and varied 

responses to the same question at different instances. 

To test our mechanism, we used BLEU metric.  This is popularly used 

for testing accuracy of translation engines.  BLEU is based on the use of a 

modified n-gram precision score that aims to create a parameter of human 

judgement of the accuracy of a translation.   This can be suitably used for 

testing an open-source chatbot. We have compared our result with the 

humorous chatbot result. It is shown in the Table 3 and Figure 2. 

Table 3. Comparison of existing chatbot with the proposed chatbot 

Result Accuracy in 

Existing Chatbot 

Accuracy in 

Proposed Chatbot 

Correct 

Recognition 

73% 80% 

No 

Recognition 

27% 20% 
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Figure 2.  Comparison of existing chatbot with the proposed chatbot 

5 Conclusion  

The proposed mechanism holds promise and can be trained easily to 

cater to specific domains.  The only barrier is the training data, which can be 

suitably collected and used for the mechanism.  We aim to incorporate 

features like use of context while conversational exchanges, human-like 

responses, as we work further on this model.  The use of context has been 

suitably demonstrated in [3]. The open-source nature of this model will help 

other developers to use and develop this model freely to suit their needs.  

This thought is the cornerstone of this work. 

The entire implementation is based on combining the best parts of 

existing chatbots and using them to create a better experience for the end-

user.  The custom two-way response generator will help to reduce 

bottlenecks during operation and help further mechanisms due to its open-

source nature.  
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